Knowledge Is Safety: The Time Is Ripe for Hepatitis E Virus Blood Donor Screening
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Recently, Hewitt et al. [1] demonstrated transmission of hepatitis E viruses (HEV) via contaminated blood in 42% of transfusion recipients. The authors reported a prevalence rate of 1:2,848 HEV RNA-positive donors in England, a figure comparable to other European countries (Germany 1:1,240 [2], The Netherlands 1:1,761 [3]). In industrial countries, chronic, severe, or fatal HEV infections have been observed in immunosuppressed individuals (e.g. transplant patients, hematological patients [4]) and in individuals with pre-existing liver diseases [5,6].

Which options do we have today to avoid HEV infection in high-risk transfusion recipients? First, vaccination is supposed to be one possibility, but so far not feasible because of the lack of an approved vaccine. At least one prophylactic vaccine against genotype 1 strains has been tested in a phase III clinical trial [7], but its efficacy for genotype 3 infections remains unknown. Second, identification of HEV-positive blood donors by donor screening will significantly reduce the risk of transfusion-transmitted infections. Several historic reasons in favor for blood donor screening for viral infections also apply to hepatitis E:
- Confirmed transmission by blood products in immunosuppressed patients [1].
- High HEV RNA prevalence in blood donors [1–3].
- A long viremic phase (4–6 weeks with titers up to 10^5 IU/ml) with or without variant clinical symptoms [8].
- Ineffective viral inactivation or reduction [9,10].
- Higher mortality and morbidity in immunosuppressed patients [4].

These reasons do not necessarily result in HEV screening. Other viruses such as CMV and PVB19 infections are frequently in blood donors, and they are known to cause severe progression in at-risk patients. However, the current guidelines state against a general NAT testing for these viruses. Therefore, the crucial question arise, if HEV should be considered being in line with CMV/PVB19 or rather with HBV. In our opinion, the relative risk of transmission of HEV is exceedingly higher than for CMV/PVB19, even if the actual medical threat remains lower [11]. We strongly believe that the real clinical importance is still unidentified because the rate of reported transfusion-transmitted HEV infections is too small compared to the estimated incidence. Underestimation is caused by several factors, such as failure to recognize or misinterpretation of symptoms [12] or presentation of HEV infection much later than during the immediate post-transfusion period so that no association with an earlier transfusion is recognized [1].

Although HEV infections tend to present with subclinical or asymptomatic courses, the risk of serious complications including death (especially in immunocompromised individuals, i.e., the largest group of transfusion recipients) should not be neglected. This is supported by the work by Feray et al. [13] who concluded that transfusion of blood products not screened for HEV RNA is associated with the risk of chronic infection in immunocompromised patients. Certainly, the rate of transfusion transmissions does not tell anything about clinical importance. Since the infectious dose is not yet known, the incidence of HEV infection must not necessarily correlate with the number of transfusion-transmitted infections. However, data showing or excluding a clear evidence regarding the real clinical importance is missing. Additionally, one has to keep in mind that most HEV infections were transmitted via the zoonotic or food-borne route, and transmission of HEV infection via contaminated blood represents a subordinate role. Therefore, it is counterproductive to make only the blood safe for at-risk patients while at the same time other infection routes continue to infect those patients. The patient’s benefit of HEV-RNA-negative blood components will depend on adapted dietary habits to reduce the risk of HEV infection by contaminated food. Indeed, this situation, complicating the assessment of HEV seen from the angle of blood safety, is partially compensated. Since the infectious dose is not yet known, the incidence of HEV infection must not necessarily correlate with the number of transfusion-transmitted infections. However, data showing or excluding a clear evidence regarding the real clinical importance is missing. Additionally, one has to keep in mind that most HEV infections were transmitted via the zoonotic or food-borne route, and transmission of HEV infection via contaminated blood represents a subordinate role. Therefore, it is counterproductive to make only the blood safe for at-risk patients while at the same time other infection routes continue to infect those patients. The patient’s benefit of HEV-RNA-negative blood components will depend on adapted dietary habits to reduce the risk of HEV infection by contaminated food. Indeed, this situation, complicating the assessment of HEV seen from the angle of blood safety, is partially comparable with that when regarding HIV. It is indisputable that the clinical implications of HIV infection are more severe than those so far known for hepatitis E, but the main risk of HIV transmission is also situated outside the transfusion medicine. Nonetheless...
enormous efforts regarding HIV-NAT testing are carried out (e.g. dual-target-NAT [14]) to further minimize the already low residual infection risk. Very sensitive antigen-antibody assays are available, and the diagnostic window is shortened by NAT testing to only 2 days [15].

To date, still too little is known about key facts of transfusion-associated HEV infection since the infectious dose, the role of antibody status of the recipient has a major impact on the actual risk of infection caused by contaminated blood products, but all in all the infective dose remains undetermined today.

If all this mentioned above is taken into account, we also believe that HEV RNA screening is currently the only option and should be implemented in regions where HEV is endemic, according to Pawlotsky [11] and others. In contrast to Hewitt et al. [1], we do think that ‘there is pressing need to move rapidly with the introduction of donation screening’. It is not surprising that the need for HEV blood donation screening is extensively discussed by several European committees. Factors such as the high frequency of viremic donors and the currently unknown incidence of overt transfusion-transmitted hepatitis E contrasting the limited chronicity to a small proportion of recipients, the primary moderate nature of HEV infection, and the related costs for NAT screening were taken into consideration. A prominent example for the progress towards introduction of HEV NAT screening is the implementation of a HEV run control for screening human plasma pools requested by the European Pharmacopoeia [17]. But what are the major issues for blood donation screening? Preferably, the most simple and rapid solution would be to add HEV screening to the current routine screening procedures. Most often, blood donation services perform minipool screening of up to 96 samples, but concerns about the required sensitivity remain. We introduced routine HEV NAT screening (96 minipool, 95% LOD 4.7 IU/ml (95% CI 3.6–7.6 IU/ml, 452 IU/ml per single donation [2])) for therapeutic blood products in our transfusion facility in January 2015. This strategy aims to identify highly viremic donors and will cover at least a large part of viremic phases. Taken into account the observed progression of viremia in 7 genotype 3-infected blood donors, the residual plasma volume of the transfused blood product appears to play an important role for the transmission of HEV infection. This brings up the question of how to correctly estimate the infective dose, which should be calculated in reference to the volume of transfused IU per blood product rather than as the viral concentration measured in the donor (IU/ml). Obviously, the immune status of the recipient has a major impact on the actual risk of infection caused by contaminated blood products, but all in all the infective dose remains undetermined today.

If all this mentioned above is taken into account, we also believe that HEV RNA screening is currently the only option and should be implemented in regions where HEV is endemic, according to Pawlotsky [11] and others. In contrast to Hewitt et al. [1], we do think that ‘there is pressing need to move rapidly with the introduction of donation screening’. It is not surprising that the need for HEV blood donation screening is extensively discussed by several European committees. Factors such as the high frequency of viremic donors and the currently unknown incidence of overt transfusion-transmitted hepatitis E contrasting the limited chronicity to a small proportion of recipients, the primary moderate nature of HEV infection, and the related costs for NAT screening were taken into consideration. A prominent example for the progress towards introduction of HEV NAT screening is the implementation of a HEV run control for screening human plasma pools requested by the European Pharmacopoeia [17]. But what are the major issues for blood donation screening? Preferably, the most simple and rapid solution would be to add HEV screening to the current routine screening procedures. Most often, blood donation services perform minipool screening of up to 96 samples, but concerns about the required sensitivity remain. We introduced routine HEV NAT screening (96 minipool, 95% LOD 4.7 IU/ml (95% CI 3.6–7.6 IU/ml, 452 IU/ml per single donation [2])) for therapeutic blood products in our transfusion facility in January 2015. This strategy aims to identify highly viremic donors and will cover at least a large part of viremic phases. Taken into account the observed progression of viremia in 7 genotype 3-infected blood donors, the residual plasma volume of the transfused blood product appears to play an important role for the transmission of HEV infection. This brings up the question of how to correctly estimate the infective dose, which should be calculated in reference to the volume of transfused IU per blood product rather than as the viral concentration measured in the donor (IU/ml). Obviously, the immune status of the recipient has a major impact on the actual risk of infection caused by contaminated blood products, but all in all the infective dose remains undetermined today.
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ments, and an adequate reduction of the minipool size would be necessary to meet our consecutively proposed strategy. Additionally, ID testing is also an option, but increases costs and creates great demands on technical requirements. Alternative screening strategies to a general HEV screening may also be considered, e.g. screening of blood products for at-risk patients (immunosuppressed patients, pregnant women, or newborns). This approach is probably more cost-effective in any case but requires logistical implications; therefore, we adhere to our general screening strategy. Since the introduction of routine HEV RNA screening, we detected 76 HEV RNA-positive blood donors up to now with viremias ranging from 13.4–1.54 × 10^5 IU/ml. The distribution of viral loads were as follows: <100 IU/ml: n = 13, 100–500 IU/ml: n = 20, 500–1,000 IU/ml: n = 5, 1,000–10,000 IU/ml: n = 14, >10,000 IU/ml: n = 14, not quantified: n = 10). Altogether, we still detect 33 donors with viremias below the 95% detection limit of assay by pool screening. In our opinion, the time is ripe for HEV screening in order to improve blood safety.
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